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WORDS of OUR BELOVED PROPHET
Stem-cell scientists welcome in Heaven says RAEL

Following the declaration from Vatican-based Cardinal Alfonso Lopez
Trujillo who told a Catholic magazine that stem-cell research was
"the same as abortion" and that excommunication should apply to
"all women, doctors and researchers who eliminate embryos", RAEL,
spiritual leader of the Raelian Movement, made the following
statement:
"All scientists involved in stem-cell research and IVF are
welcome in the Raelian Movement if they are
excommunicated by the Catholic Church, because not only is
their research not a sin in the eyes of our creators the
Elohim, who are called "God" by the Catholics, but it is so
good that they will be rewarded for what they did by being accepted in to "heaven",
the planet of eternal life. The Elohim ("God") not only support stem-cell research, to
help cure all diseases and IVF to help people to have children, but also everything
which fights the worst enemy of humanity: overpopulation. This includes abortion
and birth control."
RAEL also added:
“Traditional Christian religions are trapped in their old biblical commandment of ‘Go
forth and multiply’ (Gen. 1:28). Even if overpopulation becomes a catastrophe, they
don’t have the power to overrule this commandment coming from ‘God’, hence their
eagerness to fight any form of birth control. Even if one day, overpopulation is such
that we cannot feed everybody, and it is already the case in many countries,
Christians will be against birth control and forced to stay that way. Only a Prophet
sent by ‘God’ (the Elohim) has the power to amend this commandment and ask
human beings to stop 'going forth and multiplying’. This is partly the reason why I
have been sent at this time with this new commandment from 'God' (the Elohim)
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which is: ‘Stop going forth and multiplying excessively; control the birth rate so that
the global population does not increase in number anymore.’"

OUR SUPPORT
The Indian Raelian Movement supports Prince Gohil for his
courage to reveal his homosexuality!
Prince Gohil has known that he is homosexual since he was 10 years old, but couldn't reveal his
sexuality because of prejudice in Indian society; even in his family. And now, this man has
decided just to be true and honest with the result that he has been disowned, repudiated by his
mother and rejected by the royal family he was part of. Does this mean that to be part of royal
family, one has to lie and be a hypocrite?

Nineteen bishops in UK against nuclear weapons
In a letter published by The Independent (UK) today, nineteen bishops have expressed
their opposition to the replacement of Britain's nuclear weapons by the end of the year. They
warned Prime Minister Blair that the possession of Tridents is "evil" and "profoundly anti-God".
They also said: "The costs involved in the maintenance and replacement of Tridents could be
used to address pressing environmental concerns, the causes of terrorism, poverty and debt".
It is refreshing to see that occasionally some do something good in the name of "God"...
The Prophet Rael said that a real "Christian" cannot be in favor of nuclear weapons. The very
concept of weapons of mass destruction is absolutely "anti-Christian".
It is also so hypocritical and arrogant to ask other countries not to possess such weapons and at
the same time decide to spend billions to renew one’s own arsenal with the most modern and
powerful equipment.
The Raelian Movement gladly supports the decision of the nineteen bishops to voice their concern
and use their authority for a more peaceful planet.

Our Members
Great news on our Raelian planet : Stéphane Clavien, member of the Swiss
Raelian Movement, just received a gold medal at a National wine contest
where 1094 wines were presented and he was among the 7 best wine
growers. He got the gold medal for his specialty called “Petite Arvine” that
is a white wine.
If you are interested in wine tasting, Stephane’s cellar is located in Miege,
Vales…. Have fun if you go there!
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GLOBAL DIFFUSION
Uriel in Geneva
On June 23rd, Uriel was in Geneva where he gave a conference … it was during one of the World
Cup Soccer evenings!! J
Despite that, 24 people came to hear him and the ambiance was exceptional. Lili-Peace told us:
“This evening was so great and the conference was given by a real master, Uriel, who made us
vibrate for 2 hours… amazing!!!!”

Lucie B. in Croatia
I have the privilege to be responsible for the
beautiful country of Croatia. The books
haven’t been translated in Croatian yet, but
Teja Sobak is currently working on it. There
aren’t any Raelians there either, but I am
working on it J

this with the wonderful help of Teja.

So, I recently went to give a conference in
Rijeka, Croatia - a small touristy town near
the sea, not too far from Slovenia. I tried to
organize as much as I could before
departing - conference room, translator,
advertisement in local newspapers and on
the second biggest radio, a press release, all

Once I arrived, I posted 100 posters and handed out 500 pamphlets. Twelve people came, and I
was allowed to do my first conference ever.
Thanks to the help of Mladen and Vule who came to give a hand from Slovenia, I really learned a
lot.
On the 19th of June, Mladen and Tine Oblak from Slovenia also came to participate to a TV Show
about cloning that should air on RTL pretty soon.
As a side note, three weeks ago, two crop-circles were observed near Zagreb, Croatia and many
testimonies of witnesses have been shown lately. I will take this opportunity to talk on the
subject via the internet.
I will do my best to find those who are looking for us in Croatia… Thank you Beloved Prophet,
thank you Elohim, for allowing me to live this wonderful and moving adventure…
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In Congo - Kimpa Vita: The Game, The Battle.
By Tshiellik - National Guide of Congo (on the right of the picture)

We were about twenty Raelians participating in the “Kimpa Vita Cultural Days” from June 30th to
July 2nd in Mfoa (Brazzaville). These three days were organized for the 300th anniversary of the
martyrdom of Kimpa Vita. Kimpa Vita was a young black woman Prophet in the old Kongo
Kingdom. She was burned alive on July 2nd, 1706 by the Catholic Church because she was saying
back then that there were black creators in the sky, that Kongo people were created by a black
creator who made them in his image, that there are Kongo people in the sky and that we need to
restore the kingdom that has been destroyed by the colonizers. The Bakongo were living on a
vast land that included the actual two Congos as well as Gabon, Angola and even further.
As the representative of the Raelian Religion, I read a note about the true story of Kimpa Vita
and the keys of the future development of Africa according to our Beloved Prophet’s teachings.
The audience was made of experts in History and Culture, Scientists and University Professors.

It seemed that they liked my presentation as of the 15 questions asked between the 4 lecturers
of the day, 12 of them were for me. At the end of the day, I was quite surprised when I heard
the host of the panel, Professor Loumwamou, “thank the Elohim for guiding us on the path of
development”. He told me that he never heard of such a message and he wants to get more info.
We gave out 115 pamphlets and during the breaks, we conducted debates within groups,
generating lots of interest.
I then received several other invitations to talk about Kimpa Vita but I couldn’t attend as we had
already planned our Monthly Gathering on Sunday on this subject: Kimpa Vita, The Game, The
Battle. We spent a beautiful day together, talking about telepathy, science and traditions.
With Love
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GAY PRIDE

More Adventure And Fun
This time, it was in Rome, Turin, London and in the US that Raelians had fun
participating in Gay Pride Parades… In Switzerland, they were only allowed to play
with policemen who weren’t as fun as the Gay Pride participants J Here are a few
images and reports…

Italy: A successful Fatwa of Love Operation
in Turin and Rome
By Marco Franceschini, National Guide - Italy

Saturday, June 17th - Turin: The most important gay associations met with progressive
people for one of the 2 Gay Prides organized in 2006 in Italy. And we Raëlians could certainly not
miss this get-together which, having lost a little of its character of protest to transform itself into
a great festival of free love, still attracts tens of thousands of people.
This year however, thanks to the splendid campaign - Fatwa of Love, the Raëlian Revolution was
carried with new enthusiasm in a demonstration which now forms part of the "socially and
politically correct".
For the first time in the history of Gay Pride in Italy, a "President of the House of Commons" - the
deputy Roberto Bertinotti attended the demonstration with many deputies of the Left Party. But
we were the only ones to highlight criminal discrimination which torments the gay population in
many Arab countries with the
active support of the Muslim
religious authorities.
During previous Gay Prides,
we were the first to have the
courage to publicly condemn
the Catholic Church and its
spiritual leader for his nonrespect of human rights and
his criminal position with
respect to the use of
condoms. Today we are the
first to publicly denounce the
death sentence of homosexual
people by one of the most
followed Imams in the Arab
world... we must admit that we do not lack courage, even in front of the aggressive reactions of
some Muslims who attended the passage of the procession.
Most of the public in attendance however, welcomed us with much enthusiasm and benevolence
and the representatives of some associations including Amnesty International, contacted us to
have a few hundred postcards to distribute during their meetings. What a success!
We must highlight the fantastic participation of the Italian angels who attracted photographers,
cameramen and curious glances of their magnificently painted bodies. We must also thank
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Giuseppe Caruso level 3, in charge of the Piedmont region, for the perfect organization and his
capacity to motivate the Raëlians who were present into action.
The results speak for themselves: 7500 Fatwa of Love postcards distributed in a little less than 3
hours, 4 interviews on television and hundreds of leaflets on the Messages distributed to all.
At the end of the demonstration about thirty Raëlians rewarded themselves with a round of
excellent and true Neapolitan pizza pies!

In Rome - A Week Later on June 24th
Testimony of Carlo Nanni, level 3 and person in charge of the Lazio region.

"In the capital, the parade always assumes a special meaning, since it is the seat of all the
political and religious institutions. The polemic and the subjects of discussion never fail, and
again this year we had a message to shout out loud…
15 of us launched our
personal Fatwa of Love, with
the
presence
of
very
beautiful and sensual Angels,
who captured the attention
and the flashes of all the
photographers.
In a few minutes we had
distributed the 3000 cards
which we had at our
disposal, the remainder of
the
time
was
pure
recreation.... we danced and
danced and waved our flags
and the banner with the face
of our beloved Prophet
which inspires love. His smiling face and his message, so powerful and different from the usual
speeches, surely did not go unnoticed... just as our Angels were not J
No one succeeded in diverting their glance from the scenery, they must have been surprised to
see the harmony of the painted bodies and the sensuality of the gestures in the midst of so much
noise, in an event which has become more and more institutionalized and less revolutionary...
many came to get information about us: a really pleasant way to diffuse: -)
And now an impression is enough to change the world "...

In London too

By Saori Responsible for UK Diffusion

What a great day it was! On one of our hottest days so far, the UK and Irish Raelians teamed up
for our biggest diffusion of the year....London Pride. On Saturday 1 July, we marched through
the streets of London carrying a big banner with the Raelian logo and placards. Our slogan for
this year was "De-baptize from your Homophobic Religion!"
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Brent, who is in charge of gay community diffusion in UK, coordinated with the Australian Raelian
Movement and organized this
event. We received a lot of help
and materials from them!
We wore white clothes and
decorated ourselves with wigs,
sashes, flower leis, big hats, and
cute accessories all in shocking
pink! During the 3 hour march, we
distributed almost 2000 flyers and
stunning Emma was catching
everyone's eye, having to pose for
thousands of cameras!
Glenn, UK National Guide, was at a
stall in Trafalgar Square. Assisted
by Saori, he was there to give out
information on the Movement.
People could take information on Apostasy, Fatwa of Love and Cloning - especially as now Gay
couples can have their own baby by cloning , we gave out 145 'Yes To Human Cloning' books
for FREE! Also we gave out hundreds of beautiful pink fridge magnets as free gifts. They were
made by Carla, a fantastic artist in USA.

Although some of our material on the stall proved too controversial, and we had to remove it to
keep the harmony, we all made it through this exhausting and exhilarating day with our passion
and love for humanity! It was such a fun time... we expressed and showed our creativity,
individuality, compassion and strength.
We will be there next year again for sure!
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In Huntsville, Alabama
By Francois Pithon

Three marvelous days of Diffusion in Alabama and Georgia:
In Birmingham, Alabama on Saturday evening there was a Big Gay Parade, with some 500 people
making a line of 500m with vehicles, applauded by about three times more people very happy
and full of energy to support Gay Rights! To close the parade, Mark Proulx & Francois Pithon
were holding a giant banner stressing the importance of Love and announcing the Message of
our Creators!
The day after, in the afternoon, we went to a former metal work factory that has been recycled
into a big theater where lots of brilliant gay artists offered performances. But the real fun started
when Mark, very lightly dressed, began to be sexually harassed by some participants...
Fortunately, Francois was more dressed and apparently less attractive than Mark, so he had more
time for diffusion resulting in the selling of one book to a group of enthusiastic and curious young
students!
The weekend after, we went to Atlanta, Georgia for an impressively big Gay Pride Parade (at
least 5 km long!) and with even more surprising vehicles. Two originalities in this Bible-belt area:
n

some rare but beautiful Gay men & women in the middle of the parade were painted
& nearly fully naked!

n

Mark met a group of "Strong Catholic Males" insulting and condemning the Gays!

Imagine their surprise when our "pseudo-gay" Raelian Mark kissed them on the cheek! Those
BIG males, surrounded by so many gay and peaceful people, were unable to react!!! Bravo
MARK! Another demonstration of the efficiency of our Beloved Prophet’s teachings: LOVE is the
very best treatment against HATE & VIOLENCE!
We gave out all our "Fatwa of Love" cards, before the strong rain forced everybody back inside! I
am sure the Ayatollah is going to receive many postcards of Love!

In Lausanne
Last Saturday, as soon as
they arrived, our members
found
themselves
surrounded by the police
force prohibiting them to
take part in the parade. Yes,
you read correctly - we are
not
speaking
about
a
demonstration
in
a
totalitarian country where
the concept of freedom is
almost unknown, we are
speaking about this modern
country which is Switzerland!!!
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The pretext conjured up by the organizers who are at the origin of this police force action: we do
that to protect you from the possible outburst of the public!!
How is it possible to be so blind - transforming a demonstration in defense of the differences into
pure discrimination and without any ambiguity.
More information to follow on the actions which will be undertaken soon to counter this
unacceptable attitude.

By Princess Loona

Clitoraid action in France

The first time that I heard about excision, I still remember the
place where I was, the program that I was watching, the nausea
which arrived almost immediately and the unrestrained desire to
cry. How can one even imagine doing something like that!!!!!
And then the years passed - perhaps I’d hardened? In any case, I
had forgotten the promise that I made at that time: To stop this
process of irreversible submissive destruction (before the
appearance of science).
The difference between Raël and I (besides his sex and his
brain!!!), is that he never gets accustomed to what is
unacceptable. His consciousness always comes before his desire
to sometimes close his eyes on human horror, in order not to
suffer too much.
When the information on Clitoraid arrived, the small flame of that
time was re-ignited, but mostly it was when I received proposals from here and there, lots of
proposals, the flame became a blazing inferno... I said to myself "it is necessary to act right
away"
More than ever Raëlians want to feel expressly useful, creating tangible work. Raëlians are
builders, not spokespeople, they are people who are active and when I went to see Pierre Gary,
to propose to be the coordinator of this action on a national level, I wanted to be the leader of all
these wills to act... well, I was not disappointed!!! Me who never did anything to organize a
group - I was moved, filled with enthusiasm, impressed by all the actions which were undertaken
in one week...
Here is the result of a team of which I am proud of. Who said there was nothing more to do in
France? In any case, we work for thousands of orgasms to come!!!!!!!!!

Gay Pride In Lyon
The Sale of Almond Marzipan Clitorises.
June 17: In general, people are extremely touched by the idea of a hospital to repair women’s
bodies. On the other hand, to collect money, it is necessary to go towards people to talk to them
otherwise they do not come by themselves. When we say to them "Do you want to adopt a
clitoris", they laugh and often say no. But when one then adds that it is to build a hospital where
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women’s excisions will be remedied for free, 4 times out of 5, people open their wallets
immediately.
We were very numerous: Olivier Rochette, Christian, Josie, Anny, Albert, Alain, Loulou, Patricia,
Christine, Martine S, Gégé, Cyril, Sarahdji, Khâny, Guy, Jean-Pierre Lunais, Philippe Dumas, Oirdi
Tsiphora.
We distributed about sixty leaflets for Uriels’ conference. We also sold about thirty clitorises made
of almond marzipan, distributed 500 leaflets for Clitoraid and collected 53 euros!!!
Some wanted to give 1 or 2 euros, without necessarily buying the clitorises, just to take part (one
of them acknowledged that it would be his first clit!!!). A couple bought one for their young girl
of 5 or 6 years, another pointed out to me that it was a cult and when I told him that it was my
religion, he said "ah good" and he bought his clitoris!!!
I would like to once again congratulate all the people who were present, for their participation,
and more particularly to say cheers to Patricia who organized Operation IRM (Impossible Raelian
Mission) Clitoraid in 6 days, including the creation of the leaflets and posters. It is one hell of a
lesson in organization... true team work!
Laurence Casile

South of France Meeting
June 17: We collected 751 Euros total for Clitoraid...

Attic Sale in Plan de Cuques
June 25: An Attic Sale day was organized today, under the inspiration of Renee Cartoux who
proposed her village: Plan de Cuques, and managed by Mariella, to collect through this operation
a little money for Clitoraid.
With the assistance of Renee, Marcel, Christian, Jeanne, Agnes and Sylvie and all the people who
gave for this Attic Sale, we collected 101 Euros. We committed ourselves to doing it... Mission
accomplished!
The sum will be sent directly to the association. A special thanks to Pierre, Renee’s companion,
who prepared a delicious meal for us with love. Thanks to each of you for this very real gesture
of love...
Kisses to all
Sylvie Clement

Attic Sale in Bourgogne
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June 25: Great! Our first flea market for CLITORAID proceeded well! Warm atmosphere…
Christian my companion and I, looked after the stand from 5am to 5pm in Widensolen (68) in a
village in Alsace.
The heat was overpowering, and thus not too many idlers... All the same, we made 2O7 Euros
this weekend.
Our group, well motivated for a good cause, acted well that day. A good number of them brought
attic sale stuff to me which we will continue to sell...
Lov' Angele

Also…
Several other get togethers in the days to come, too many ideas, I can’t keep up… J
Princess Loona

Meanwhile In Burkina Faso…
Lamane obtained the agreement of the mayor of Bobo Dioulasso to build the hospital. The
authorization papers are underway. A site could be assigned to us soon. Pierre Bolduc has
finalized the plans of the building. More information to come in the next contacts.... Thank you all
for your support!! J
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